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Seal of Approval for Draftseal
EIGHT MONTHS to the d y
since Air Products entered the
industrial gases business in
Ireland, the company held an
open day for its customers at
their new purpose built site.
Air Products, the inter-
national industrial gas corn
pany, first launched its new
venture in Dublin in January
1984 and started trading
immediately from temporary
premises in North Brunswick
Street. Since that time business
has developed and plans were
announced for a new purpose-
built facility to be constructed
on the Western Industrial
Estate in south west Dublin.
The new facility at Killeen
Road has now been completed
and recently the company
invited its customers on site to
celebrate the occasion. From
the new site Air Products will
continue to supply compressed
gases to customers ID and
around the Dublin area. All
types of industrial gases will be
available from this location,
including special gases for the
electronics industry.
Air
Products
Completes
Facility
Calor
Launch
Central
Heating
System
CAWR TEORANTA, the
leading company in the
liquefied petroleum gas indus-
try, have launched a new LGP-
fuelled central heating system
on to the Irish market. The new
system, "Calor Central Heat-
ing" is, in fact, a complete home
energy package which com-
bine~ central heating, water
heatmg and cooking.
Calor Central Heating has
been designed to appeal par-
figeration Exposition, co-
sponsored by ASHRAE and
the Air-Conditioning and Re-
frigeration Institute (ARI), will
be held in conjunction with the
ASHRAE meeting. More than
750 manufacturers will display
new products at both McCor-
mick Place and McCormick
Place West, marking the first
time the exposition has over-
flowed into both Chicago halls.
Dates of the exposition are
January 28-31.
Meeting attendees will also
be able to tour the State-of-
lliinois Center at Chicago. This
new building is different, both
mechanically and architec-
turally. It has a central atrium
that looks like the Grand
Canyon - 1.2 million sq ft -
and six mini five-storey
atriums. V se ofthermal storage
and heat recovery help account
for annual energy savings
estimated at over VS $300,000
per year to a conventional
system.
(Dublin) Ltd. "This is the extra
boost we needed for Draftseal
to be more readily received as a
legitimately low-cost process
for effective insulation. We
expect a significant increase in
sales".
"Well over 200 speakers will
take part, many from overseas,
making the 1985 ASHRAE
Winter Meeting one of the
industry's most important
international events," said
McDonald. "The large number
of sessions and the anticipated .
high attendance reflect growing
international awareness of
ASHRAE as the industry's
most respected professional
development resource and its
focal point for information
exchange." McDonald has set
"Professional Excellence:
Building the Future" as the
theme of ASHRAE's 1985
year.
The 1985 International Air
conditioning, Heating, Re-
• Eamon Fitzpatrick, the Managing Director ofAutomatic Smoke Ven-
tilation Systems, is seen here signing the ojJidal agreement with Brian
DiIbey, Managing Director ofNu-Aire International.
Burlington Hotel on Tuesday
and Wednesday, 30/31
October.
"The Irish Goods Council
approval has put us in the
league of all other high stan-
dard products being marketed
by them", said Ken Wolahan,
Managing Director, LDE
ASHRAE TO MEET
IN CHICAGO
TIffi AMERICAN Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers, Inc.
(ASHRAE) has announced
that its 1985 Winter Meeting
will take place at The Palmer
House Hotel in Chicago, m.,
January 27-30. The technical
programme will consist ofmore
than 70 sessions, the largest
number ever presented at an
ASHRAE meeting. The
Society expects over 3,000 of
its members and others to
attend
According to ASHRAE Pre-
sident Robert 0 McDonald,
programme format for
ASHRAE meetings includes
review of both research and
application experience.
A NEW company has been
formed in Dublin to handle the
Nu-Aire range of smoke ven-
tilation equipment. The com-
pany - Automatic Smoke
Ventilation Systems, 31 Mon-
aloe Avenue, Blakrock, Co.
Dublin, (Tel: 859167) - will
handle all aspects ofsmoke and
natural ventilation from design
to fmal commissioning in the
Republic of Ireland.
The product range includes
Smokeclearerwhich is designed
to extract smoke from a burn-
ing building up to temperatures
of l000°C, and automatic
smoke louvre for wall or roof
mounting.
Eamon Fitzpatrick, the
Managing Director, has been
involved in the industry in the
Republic ofIreland for 15 years
and is confident of getting a .
large share of the market.
During his recent visit to Nu-
Aire's factory in Caerphilly he
examjned equipment prior to
delivery to his first project.
New Company to Market N - Aire Ventilation
DRAFTSEAL, THE Irish
developed and manufactured
energy saving system for keep-
ing out draughts, has received
the official seal of approval
from the Irish Goods Council.
It was on show at the Irish
Goods Council Stand at the
Plan Expo Exhibition in the
2 IHVN. December 1984 4
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• CIBS Awards: Gerry Curran, TCS with Richard Tully, President, CIBS; Martin Kearney, TCS/CIBS
Award Winner; and Mkhael Moloney, CIBS Chairman.
Chambers Clinch Deal
experts with particular
emphasis on service informa-
tion design for maintenance
and replacement of plant.
The seminar will prove a
most useful workshop session
for practicing designers at all
levels.
Cost: £20 (including
papers).
engineers and architects", says
Mr Chambers.
Dan Chambers' Ud Manu-
facturing Manager Peter
Coughlin visited the UK for
extended training subsequent
to completion of the new licens-
ing agreement.
Venue: Institution ofEngineers
of Ireland, Dublin.
Date: Thursday afternoon
January 24th 1985.
This seminar on the design and
layout ofbuilding services plant
rooms is the first joint ACEI/
CIBS venture. Mechanical
plant, sprinkler plant, gas ser-
vices and electrical transfor-
mers, generators and
switchgear will be discussed by
Dudley (West MidlandS) -
based Roof Units having been
the Group's distributors in.
Ireland since 1977.
"We are currently handling
orders for various projects and
are Mpeful that Irish-produced
roofcowls will attract the atten-
tion of Irish consulting
• CIBS DipIo11UlS: Mkhael Buckley, Walker Air with M Moloney, Litun
Flynn anaRkhard Tully. Litun was the recipient ofthe Wa1ker Air
Conditioning Diploma A ward.
Major CIBS One Day
Seminar
Subject: Hospital Building
Services.
Venue: Irish Management
Institute Sandyford, Dublin.
Date: Thursday, February
14th 1985.
Hospital Services have been
developing in sophistication
and complexity with changing
technologies. This seminar
takes.the present state ofthe art
in hospital building services as a
starting point and aims to look
forward to prospective de-
velopment. The subject matter
will be of interest to specifying
designers, mechanical and elec-
trical contractors, health
authority technical staff and
hospital management staff.
Several internationally known
speakers have agreed to present
papers.
CIBS Forthcoming Events
ACEI/CIBS: Joint Mternoon
Seminar
Subject: Plant rooms for Build-
ing Services
DAN CHAMBERS LID has
clinched a key deal with leading
UK ventilation specialists Roof
Units tq manufacture glass
fibre roof housings in the
Republic of Ireland.
Dan Chambers, of North
Brunswick Street, Dublin,
already has close ties with
Calor Launch
Heating
System
ticularly to people outside the
area which is to be served by
natural gas. Calor have inves-
ted over £250,000 in setting up
the infrastructure necessary to
bring the product on to the Irish
market. Already major test
marketing operations have
been carried out both in the
Kildare and Meath areas. The
decision to launch the system
nationally is due to the success
of these operations.
With over 50% of Irish
householders already regularly
using CalorGas for either heat-
ing or cooking purposes, the
company believes that poten-
tially there is a strong market
for the central heating pac-
kage. Calor's Commercial
Director, Colm Lindsay notes
that the fact that Calor Gas is
already widely known and
used, has been a major plus fac-
tor in the selling of the new sys-
tem in the test marketing
areas.
He also notes that the present
high proflle ofgas in general has
made people more aware of the
many advantages of gas for
both heating and cooking
purposes.
There is a choice between the
conventional ''wet'' system of
radiators or a "dry" system in
which the source of heat can be
varied from room to room. The
wet system operates as a con-
ventional central heating sys-
tem with a neat kitchen boiler
providing the heat. Existing
solid fuel radiator systems can
easily be converted by merely
changing the boiler.
The "dry" or balanced flue
system offers the unique facility
of heating only the room being
used. It also produces im-
mediateheat. "Each unit is ther-
-mostatically monitored,
switching off when the desired
heat level is reached. Water
heating is provided by an
instantaneous water heater
which can be used independent-
ly of the heating, a particularly
important point when it comes
to hot water in summer.
Each household installing the
Home Energy package has its
own bulk tank which contains
up to three months gas supply.
As the gas is purchased in bulk
this can mean savings of up to
30% on cooking costs if the
cooker is linked in to the
system.
4 IHVN, December 1984 6
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Golden Oppo,.tunities... CouJ'tesy Wallze,. Ai,.
JOIN FORCES WITH CARRIER
AND SHARE THE PROFITS
• JIIn Anderson, Michael Buckley and Gerry Ross, Walker Air Conditioning, pictured with their guests at
Dublin Airport prior to departure for the Gleneagles Hotel, Scotland, for the Carrier conference.
• Jim Anderson, Managing Director, Wlllker Air Conditioning, with
Jean Pierre Van Rooy, President, Carrier International Corporation.
and back-up facilities - that
the Carrier Corporation is now
prepared to offer dealers
through their respective
distributors.
Jim Anderson, Managin
Director of Walker Air C
ditioning, summed up the n
programme very succinctly
when he said that his company
now wanted to work as "equal
partners" with their dealers. He
promised an even better pro-
duct line-up, still further
improvements in service and
availability, and greater assis-
tance in terms of advertising
and promotions, especially on a
more direct and localised
basis.
It was significant that Cal-
rier International Corporation
President, Jean-Pierre Van
Rooy, saw fit to attend the con-
ference and make the keynote
address. He fully endorsed the
sentiments expressed by Mr
Anderson and then elaborated
further on some ofthe more fa -
reaching and relevant issues
The following extracts we
chosen to illustrate the more
important benefits now accru-
ing to all Irish Carrier dealers
by way of their assocaition in
the industry through Walker
Air Conditioning. While the
sentiments expressed are those
of Mr Van Rooy, in most
instances they also reflect Jim
Anderson's thinking for the
Irish marketplace.
"Dealers are the backbone of
Carrier's sales network. Our
strength is in the dedication and
loyalty of the more than 30,000
dealers who sell, install and ser-
vice Carrier equipment world-
wide. We are committed to
expanding and developing
that network.
"No doubt you have heard of
many changes taking place
within Carrier International.
You have heard the terms
"decentralisation" and
"Carrier Federation." You are
probably wondering what these
changes mean for you. How
also taken place in that market
sector but they in no way affect
Walker's territory which in
addition to Ireland (32 coun-
ties), includes all of Scotland
and the four northernmost
counties in England.
Golden Opportunities was
the conference theme and all
papers and presentation
revolved around the new pac-
kage - in terms of products
be available for our January
issue. Some of those they are
talking to travelled to Scotland
for the Dealer Conference but
not all will necessarily be
included. Also, there were
others invited to attend but who
couldn't because of business
committments.
With the formation of
Carrier-UK Distribution in the
United Kingdom, changes have
F- rom an Irish point ofview, the two most signifi-
cant factors to emerge from the
Carrier Dealer Conference held
recently in Scotland were (a)
that the Carrier name has now
replaced the Carlyle brand and
logo on the Carrier Cor-
poration's full range of air con-
ditioning and refrigeration
products and (b) that Walker
Air Conditioning have deviated
from their previous distribution
policy by introducing an
appointed dealer network
system.
The first point is important in
that it re-instates the Carrier
name as the new market leader
and creates a much closer
association and identity with
the man who was, after all, the
inventor of air conditioning.
From a marketing point of
view, Carrier have in fact
regained their "birthright" rela-
tive to Ireland and the rest of
Europe.
As to the appointment of a
dealer network, Walker are
currently talking to selected
dealers throughout their dis-
tribution territory and full
details, including names, should
6 IHVN, December1984 8
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• Gerry Ross, Walker Air Conditioning with John Coyle, Coyk
Rqrlgeration and Trm O'F1D.herty, Finheat.
• Robert Tracey, Cavan Rqrlgeration, Pat Purcel1 and Miehael Buc-
kJey'. Walker Air Conditioning.
businessman, it's important
that you align yourself with the
manufacturer who can best
help you attain your long-range
objectives. Carrier brings to
your business all the advan-
tages you need for maximum
success.
"Carrier is the world's best-
selling brand ofair conditioning
and heating equipment. What
that means to you is clear: It
pays to represent the brand that
more customers want and
buy.
"Fromthe beginning, Carrier
has always stood for quality
products. Examine our pro-
ducts and you'll see solid con-
struction that means long-term
customer satisfaction. That
protects our good name. And
yours.
"Most of the major product
and system developments in the
air conditioning industry have
come from Carrier. The reason
is simple: year after year, we
spend more on research and
development than any other
manufacturer. Over the past
five years, we have invested
more than 300 million dollars in
research. We employ more than
a thousand scientists, develop-
ment engineers and tech-
nicians worldwide.
"To Carrier, what happens
after the sale is as important as
what goes before. So our
warranty programme, spare
parts back-up and service assis-
tance are the best in the
industry.
"Nor are there any training
programmes that can match
what Carrier offers to you and
your people. More than two
thousand Carrier dealers and
dealer employees from all over
the world take advantage ofour
educational opportunities every
year, gaining an important edge
over their competitors.
"But so much for what we
offer you: You must be wonder-
ing what we want from you.
Here it comes.
''We want you to actively
promote and sell Carrier equip-
ment. You are the Carrier
"sales force" in your territory.
We also want you to support
and follow Carrier marketing
strategies and programmes. It
is important that we all -
manufacturer, distributor and
dealer - follow the same
marketing programmes. Cer-
tainly we want you to be
independent, aggressive and
creative. But at the same time,
we want you to be cooperative
and a team player."
manufacturers to join us.
"The first was Delchi, the
largest manufacturer of room
air conditioners in Europe and
the market leader in Italy. Their
strong product base and com-
petitive pricing, coupled with:
heavy cost reduction programs
at LCB and Toyo-Carrier, and
a new modern factory in
Malaysia gives you products
designed and engineered for
your particular needs.
"As an independent
• John Colfey. Aircold with G~Ross. Walker Air Conditioning,
Graham Reville. Anglo-Irlsh Rtdrigeration; Damien Parlour, Tempar
and Seamus Cooney.
have taken place. As you all
well know, we have not always
had the products you needed to
sell when your customers wan-
ted them.
"Consequently, we diver-
sified our sources for products
to meet local market needs. US
exports represented only 10%
of the European market while
the strength of the US dollar
has madepricing a very difficult
problem for all of us. However,
we have now convinced major
will these events create those
"Golden Opportunities" that
are the theme of this meeting?
"Probably the most impor-
tant event with the most far-
reaching consequences during
the past two years has been the
decentralisation of CIC. It was
necessary to transform CIC
from the export department ofa
US company into a truly inter- .
national company.
"The first step was to decen-
tralise - to give authority to
the local organisation and to
create entity mangement func-
tions where no Carrier com-
pany existed. Functions
belonging to the new zones that
were created and functions
belonging to the US factories
were all transferred to their logi-
cal places.
''In the zones, our objective
has been to put as much
decision-making authority as
possible where it will do you the
most good. And that is as close
to you in the marketplace as
possible. The marketing, pric-
ing and product decisions that
are critical to you are being
made in Ireland.
"The second group ofactions
undertaken were the building-
up of what I call the "Carrier
International Federation." If
we want to keep our leadership
and therefore protect our dis-
tributors and dealers, we have
to be involved in the local scene
of each country. We need to
participate, using the only
yardstick of activity presently
used in the free world -
Profit.
"We have to share with our
friends - our distributors -
the risks and rewards of being
successful. If Carrier fails to
support its distributors and its
dealers, it will burn itself. No
successful dealers means no
sales, no year-end profits at the
distributor level, no profits for
Carrier.
"Independent of our share-
holdings, we want to be
partners in a marriage between
equals. It is the local partner,
more than anybody else, who
will tell us what to do... and
even more often, what not to
do. It is that mix of technical
and management expertise of
the major world company and
national, local feelings and
know-how that will give us
what we need to achieve our
common aims.
"The product situation
within Carrier International
was another important reason
for some of the changes which
8 IHVN. December 1984
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ISH '85 - EMPHASIS TO BE
•
energy.
Present-day energy-saving heating
technology concentrates on the low-
temperature systems. This involves in
particular the variable operating types
ofheating units which produce only as
Halls 4, 6 and 8. Concentrated here are
the information and service facilities
for visitors and exhibitors.
(3) "Compass", the electronic
information system names the
exhibitors who offer speciftc product
groups, indicates where they are
exhibiting and shows the position of
their stands on so-called route plans,
so that visitors can get where they
want to as quickly as possible.
"Compass" also provides information
on all kinds of transport connections,
theatre programmes, the gastronomic
offer in Frankfurt, etc.
(4) Finally, quicker eating times are
guaranteed by an additional 13 new
restaurants and new small catering
points (minipics) with seating for
altogether around 4,650. The selection
possibilities have also been
considerably extended: from snack-
counters to first-class and speciality
restaurants - there is something for
every taste.
Energy-saving will continue to have
priority in 1985 for the installation and
fttting ftrms in the heating sector. In
close cooperation with industry and
the wholesale dealers, the trade will be
expected to continue to make an
important contribution on the
reduction in consumption of primary
connections of the Via Mobile with its
travolator walkways.
(2) The service facilities are now
brought together on the central part of
the exhibition grounds, in the new fair
and administration high-rise between
The Central Association for
Sanitation Heating Air-Conditioning
(ZVSHK) will demonstrate the topic
"New Heating Systems" (heating
regulations, window stipulations,
etc.). The German gas industry
displays possibilities for the special use
ofgas, the Central Advisory Board for
Electricity (HEA) informs on the
special utilisation on the sectors of
electricity, air-conditioning and
ventilation and the show, presented by
the Association of the German
Central Heating Industry (VdZ), is
under the motto "Modernisation is
Environmental Protection".
With completion of building
measures, the Messe Frankfurt offers
its exhibitors and visitors to the
grounds the following new and
further-developed service facilities:
(1) The Via Mobile (see photo-
graph) will be in operation at the ISH
along its entire length of 750m.
Visitors can then get from one hall to
the next protected from the weather
and quickly - thanks to the
installation of travolator belts.
Following on vertical connections
within the halls, the internal
"commuting" system on the
Frankfurt exhibition grounds is now
completed by the horizontal
• The newly-designed exhibition grounds with Hall 4 and the Via Mobile. In the background is
the new 115m high administration building with the Service Center.
T he ISH International Trade FairSanitation Heating Air-
Conditioning - ISH '85 for short will
take place from 19 to 23 March in
Frankfurt on the now ftnished, even
more generously dimensioned area.
This worldwide unique industrial
fair will once again be the international
meeting-point for the specialists in
1985. The around 1,500 exhibitors
from 24 countries will occupy 192,000
sq m of exhibition area including the
outdoor area to present a compre-
hensive market review and display the
latest technological trends.
If exhibitors are broken down
according to their product groups,
heating technology is most strongly
represented with 429 exhibitors,
followed by sanitation with 227. The
third largest exhibitor group with 146
exhibitors is that ofthe ventilation and
air-conditioning sector. Exhibitors are
distributed over the other product
groups as follows:
Sauna/swimming-pool engineering,
water treatment 79;
Workshop equipment 79;
Pipes and accessories 68;
Miscellaneous, such as publishers,
computers etc 68;
Pumps 34.
As in the past, admission to the
coming ISH is primarily granted to
trade visitors such as the fttters,
heating engineers, employees in
consultancy offtces, architects,
representatives of the service sector
and of course the specialist dealers.
Nonetheless, at a time in which
technical modernisation in buildings is
called for with increasing urgency for
reasons involving energy-saving and
the effects of pollution, it is not
possible to ignore the broad
informative effect ofthe ISH. For this
reason, the organisors will be opening
the doors of the ISH to everyone
without restriction on the last day,
Saturday, 23 March.
The various trade associations and
organisations will once again be
present at the ISH '85 with their own
special shows and speciftc themes.
Particular interest can be expected
to .be aroused by the show on energy-
saving techniques, to be presented by
the Messe Frankfurt in cooperation
with the Hesse Ministry for Business,
Industry and Technology. This
specialised show aims above all at
providing fttters and planners/
architects with a review of modem
heating technologies, with which it is
possible to save a considerable
amount of energy and greatly reduce
pollution. Questions concerning the
modernisation of older heating
systems will receive special attention.
10 IHVN, December 1984 12
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• The Via Mobile with the Galleria and Halls 8 and 9 on the FranJifurt exhibition grounds.
ON ENERGY-SAVING
7
much heat as is absolutely necessary.
Parallel to reduction in the heat-
diness losses typical of
nventional heaters, this also leads to
a lessening in the excess heat hitherto
produced by heating units. The
legislator has actively supported this
development in the enactment of the
relevant stipulations, above all the
Heating System Bill.
The most important step in energy-
saving is and remains heat-recycling.
All investments in the modernisation
of heating systems amortize far more
quickly than other measures such as
those of a structural nature in relation
to the building itself.
In the course of energy-saving it is
true to say that every litre ofunutilised
heating oil represents an active
contribution to protection of the
environment. Energy-saving on the
heating sector also earns direct
environmental protection.
The major area of activity for the
ventilation industry is to be found in all
European countries on the roofs of
industrial production halls. For heat-
recycling from waste air out of the
halls, operationally ready roof heat
recycling units are offered which
quickly pay for themselves, since 4/5
of the heating requirement of a
standard industrial production hall
can be recycled in this very energy-
economic way.
Energy-saving is also offered by
ventilators with non-graded speed
adjustment.
As a contribution to the
improvement in working conditions,
air-heating units are now available
with air-discharge ftxtures fttted with
temperature-related steam control,
thus ensuring the optimum dis-
tribution of warm air.
Misunderstood efforts to achieve
one hundred percent heat insulation
have not infrequently led to the.
stopping up of every possible crack,
preprogramming damp damage.
Technical ventilation equipment
must now be utilized in order to restore
a healthy room climate - and for this
purpose the ventilation industry offers
easily fttted, economically costed
apparatus, including among other
products conveniently installed two-
room ventilators.
As for sanitaryware, in the ups and
downs of fashion trends the bath-
room is back to being more
comfortable, after a period of having
been "styled down" to its merely
practical purpose. The bathroom has
been rediscovered as a pleasant place
to be, a pla'ce to relax.
Colour and form in harmony and
functionalism - this is how the
bathroom presents itself today. The
offer ranges frm the nostalgic-style
wood-panelled bathrub to the acrylic
whirlbath in a colourful range.
Fittings offer a more differentiated
range with their technical possibilities.
Flow regulators are included in
(almost) every programme of bath-
room ftttings. The shower systems
have specialities with calciftcation-free
shower jets and other articles which
register a good spray quality even with
a minimized water flow of only six
litres.per minute: this is the motto for
the development of modem technical
sanitation installations.
For further details on the Fair, or for
travel arrangements, contact Anne
Flood at LEP (Ireland) Ltd, 11/15
Tara Street, Dublin 2, (Tel: 771861);
Telex: 25252.
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ENERGY INTO THE 21 st CENTURY
Call for 'Energy
Ecumenism'
T he chairman ofthe Institute ofPetroleum's Irish Branch, Wdliam EMeagher, recendy calledfor a White Paper to chart Ireland's energy
pathway into the 21st Century. In a keynote adress to the Ins~te's annual
dinner, in the Burlington Hotel, Dub/{n, Mr. Meagher spoke of"the urgent
requirement for a White Paper which winprovide the basisfor a long-term
co-ordinated National Energy Policy, notjustfor the immediate future, but a
working blueprint that will take us into the 21st century, now only 16 years
away."
BIG SPIN-OFF
Given commercial quantities of oil,
and perhaps further gas, there will be
a big spin-off for Irish companies,
expected to capture some 30% of the
multi-million-pound cost of drilling
in offshore Ireland, the Chairman
added. And he went on: "Any Irish
jobs on offshore rigs, especially pro-
duction rigs, should also produce
worthwhile downstream employ-
ment, through the purchase of
everything from housing to con-
sumer durables. And an even bigger
future share is possible for Irish ser-
vice companies, including marine
base operators, supply companies,
diving contractors, etc etc. As a
straw in the offshore wind, it is
$150,000 a day to drill an offshore
well, with an average total bill
somewhere in the range of $5 to $10
million. Within a couple of years, the
100th Irish well could have been .
drilled -but to put the programme
into perspective it might be noted
that in a single recent year over
80,000 wells were drilled in the
United States."
And the prospects here?
"Significantly, it is now increasingly
likely that the Celtic Sea basin off
our shores is similar to a number of
basins around the world in which
commercial quantities of oil have
been found in recent years.
Typically, these were not vast 400
million-plus barrell fields like those
currently producing in the North
Sea, but small fields in the 50 to 100
million barrell range: This proftle is
also expected to emerge for the 90 or
so new oil and gas fields due to be
developed in British waters before
the end of the century," Mr Meagher
said.
land; small hydro-electric schemes;
farm methane; district heating;
windpower; wavepower; solar
power; and any other worthwhile
source that will ease our passage
towards the totally changed energy
world of the 21 st Century.
Oil's share of the world energy
market is forecast to fall to 30% in
2000, and perhaps only 20% in
2020. So ultimately, there will be no
alternative to alternative energy."
Turning to the offshore scene, Mr
Meagher said that "exploration has
suddenly become the most emotive
11-letter word in the language."
Offshore oilmen "are the Marco
Polos of the late 20th Century, and
their determined search for oil is like
seeking a single pebble buried deep
inside Everest." Theirs could not be a
more vital task, he declared,
"because between now and the year
2000, almost 50 billion barrels of
non-OPEC oil must be discovered if
the West's present energy mix is to
be maintained. Or to put it another
way, nearly 40% of oil output in 16
or so years' time will have to come
from oilfields not yet found."
On the Irish situation, the Institute
Chairman said that "offshore
exploration can be likened to a vast
and complex game of maritime
roulette, played in unbelievably
uncomfortable conditions, using
million-pound counters. A single
exploration well can cost the
equivalent of many hundreds of
times the average man's lifetime
earnings. The North Sea programme
has cost £30 billion sterling to date,
with another £50 to £60 billion due
to be spent before the end of the
century.
"The Irish programme ha~ cost
well over £~ billion so far, and it
takes between $100,000 and
Noting the present recessionary
and other pressures, the Institute
Chairman warned: "if our energy
costs continue to rise at the rate of
recent years, our competitive indus-
trial edge will be eroded to the point
where our economy could lie in ruins
in five or ten years time. The dollar/
IR£ relativity is one of the main con-
tributors to the tax-inclusive price of
oil and electricity here, now very
high by European standards. With
this and other problems facing us,
we must have a meaningful national
energy model to guide us into the
next millennium".
COMPLEX REASONS
Ireland's total primary energy
requirements last year were just over
8m TOE (tons of oil equivalent),
down nearly 1% on 1982, he said.
"The reasons for continuing price
rises may seem complex to the man
or woman at the pumps," Mr
Meagher continued, "but pricing oil
in Ireland or anywhere else outside
the United States is like running
upwards on a down escalator. By the
time you climb up three steps with a
price increase in IR£s, you fmd
yourself four steps lower down
through the further strengthening of
the demon dollar versus our IR£."He revealed that in Britain, the
Department of Energy has estimated
that nearly 40% of energy supplies
there could come from alternative
sources by the year 2000. Calling for
energy ecumenism he noted that
"hydrocarbon products are fmite
resources - even given commer-
cially viable Irish offshore oil -and
prudence dictates that need for pro-
grammes to maximise the use of
biomass 'energy crops', especially on
cut away bogs and other marginal
12 IHVN. December 1984
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REFRACTORY HI.POWER BOILER
THE HI-POWER 801 LER
REFRACTORY
FIREBACK
--RESERVOIR
I--BOILER
fuel by conduction. Heat transfer rates
are 17,000-20,000 Btu!hr per ft2 of
boiler surface, several times the transfer
rate for conventional wrap around
boilers.
This had made it possible to (a) reduce
the boiler area; (b) achieve a high water
heating output from a comparatively
small boiler and; (c) install a full open
fITe refractory fITe-back around the
submerged tube to greatly increase direct
room heating and achieve more complete
combustion.
It is interesting to note that the
principle of submerged tubes has, within
recent years, become prominent in
connection with industrial fluidised-bed
boilers, where phenomenal heat transfer
rates have also been reported.
Having worked in the energy and
heating field for the past 25 years, Mr
Lunny has witnessed the profound and
long l.asting effects on domestic heating
practices produced by the oil crisis which
struck the world in 1973. The price
escalation of oil combined with
uncertainty of supplies, influenced many
people to get away from oil fuel
altogether.
Expedients to substitute solid fuel for
oil, which could almost be described as
The Hi-Power boiler adopts a unique
principle. The water to be heated is
circulated through a tube or tubes
submerged in the fITebed, at a carefully
selected distance over the fITe grate. The
heat is transmitted from the incandescent
F rank Lunny (Snr) BE, CEng,FIEI, a well-known consulting
engineer who has worked extensively
in the heating and energyfield with
both Bord Na Mona and the
National Boardfor Science and
Technology says that Interheat Ltd
have brought to the market the Hi-
Power, openjire boiler which
overcomes the inherent df:ficiencies
ofconventional back boilers. The
advantages ofcombining the hot
water output ofa back boiler with
the room heating ofthe traditional
openjire are obvious but
unattainable with conventional back
boilers. However, both thesefeatures
have been achieved by Interheat
through the use ofafull openjire
rqractoryjire back with their Hi-
Power boiler.
t27ZZZz;J .. DAMPER
~ ,-----FLUE
-e~~=::_=_=---,~-----.-
The Complete Open
Fire Heating Unit
• The Institute ofPetroleum is an
international body with over 7,600
members worldwide, including 174
in the Irish branch, representing
industry interests north and south of
the Border. Mr Meagher, Chief
Executive and Managing Director of
Burmah-Castrol (Ireland) is now in
his second year as IP branch
chairman.
worth noting that British companies
now control about 70% of UK
offshore business, worth about £2
billion sterling a year".
Expressing the hope that a deal
would still be concluded to supply
Kinsale gas to Northern Ireland, the
Institute Chairman said: "It makes
sense to plan beyond such a logical
conclusion, and to think in terms of
a gas and electricity link between
Ireland and Britain with submarine
'umbilical cords' th~t could
utlimately tie us in with a pan-
European energy network. With or
'Yithout our own offshore oil, such a
link would end our commercial isola-
tion, and help to maximise industrial
. '
mmerclal and agricultural
ciency by stabilising the energy
matrix for generations to come."
Mr. Meagher also called on the
Government to grant Freeport status
to one or more of the areas chosen
as supply bases for an offshore oil
province. He revealed that 10% of
total world trade now goes through
an international network of 400
Freeports, and one or more new
Irish versions would greatly broaden
the local commercial base, and
improve job creation prospects
already augmented by offshore
activity."
LONGrERM
On the market for oil shares, Mr
Meagher deplored the "continued
ctice of 'drilling for oil' on the
~.<Jor of the Stock Exchange,
although many hopeful punters
operating 'paper rigs' seem to have
fmally received the painful message
!hat oil exploration and development
is a task for long-term investors, and
not for people betting on a 'Celtic
Sea Bubble'. This is a business for
marathon runners - not for sprin-
ters," he declared.
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REFRACTORY HI-POWER BOILER
'Hailing worlled In the energy and
heating field for the past 25 years,
Hr Lunny has witnessed the
profound and long lasting effect on
domestic heating practices
produced by the 011 crisis which
strucll the world In 1973. 'J'he price
escalation of 011 combined with
uncertainty of supplies, Influenced
many people to get away from 011
fuel altogether.'
F ollowing in the footsteps of aninfluential and highly respected
father is always a very difficult task
for any son but, when he has to do
so in a family business, the task
becomes even more onerous.
Nonetheless, this is the challenge
Richard Holfeld accepted when he
first joined the H R Holfeld Group in
1976 and, more especially four
years later, when he assumed the
role of Managing Director on the
untimely death of his father, the
company founder.
To begin with, it was always
intended that Richard should go into
the business, therefore, having
finished his studies, he spent five
years overseas working for the
various principals represented by
Holfeld here in this country.
Throughout this time he had the
benefit of working in and
experiencing the lifestyle and
business practises of other
countries, while at the same time
establishing valuable personal and
working relationships which have, as
events unfolded in recent years,
proved extremely important.
Nor has he had to stand alone
throughout the severe difficulties
thrown up by the recession. It may
have been an in-opportune time to
have to take over the Group but he
has always had the full support and
co-operation of the Executive
Directors, management and staff.
The directors in Dublin, both from the
main board and the subsidiary
boards, accepted some very painful
re-organisation and financial re-
structuring plans. The shareholders
and directors, believed the company
could be turned around.
His mother Edith Holfeld, who is
Group Chairperson and the
respective Managing Directors of the
various subsidiary copmanies, who
have associations in each case of
over 25 years service with the Group,
were fortunate to have had the help
and advice from financial and legal
consultants, who are respected in
Dublin business circles.
Then of course there is the
important role played by the main
energy will be radiated). It is easy to
calculate that the heat radiated from the
refractory fIre-back of an open fife (if it
is at 400°C) could be about 20 times
that radiated from a surface at 90°C if
the room temperature is 20°C. '
This is the reason why a fife with a
wrap-around boiler will not heat a room
satisfactorily and must normally be
augmented by a hot water radiator in the
same room. However, with the Interheat
Hi-Power refractory boiler direct
radiation is much higher and eliminates
the need for a radiator in the room.
SERIOUS QUESTION
A sketch of the boiler (Figure 1) is
given above. Any heating engineer
examining this drawing will immediately
pose a serious question - "How is
circulation achieved". Behind the
flfeback, and connected to the boiler, is a
reservoir through which the hot water
circulates. The reservoir incorporates a
vertical rectangular water-way connected
directly to one of the side tubes. The hot
water rising in this water-way produces a
circulation effect in precisely the same
way as a chimney causes a draught.
The reservoir has this as a principal
function and need not necessarily
contribute anything to the heat output,
though in the larger models (the Hi-
Power and the Super Hi-Power boilers)
there is provision by means of a flue for
diverting some or all of the hot gases to
heat the reservoir surface. The Interheat
Super Hi-Power, for instance will give 2
Kilo-watts of radiant heat to the room
and supply 10 radiators. The Interheat
Hi-Power will emit 3 Kw radiant heat
and supply 6 radiators.
The Interheat Domestic Power will
emit 3 Kw radiant heat and supply one,
two or three radiators. The models have
been tested and approved by the IIRS
and come with full installation and
operating instructions.
panic measures, were adopted, the main
innovation being the introduction of the
wrap-around boiler, used in conjunction
with the open fIre. While some of the
many boilers at present marketed are
vastly superior to others, the system
suffers from two inherent disadvantages.
RADIATION
The second disadvantage is in respect
of radiation. The amount of heat
radiated from a hot body to a cold one is
proportional to the difference of the
fourth powers of the absolute
temperature (ie if the temperature of the
hot body is doubled, about 16 times the
DISADVANTAGE
The fIrst disadvantage is in respect of
combustion. All domestic fuels, with the
exception of the rather expensive
smokeless fuels, contain volatiles - that
is, tars and gases which are distilled off •
the flfebed and burn as flames. A large
proportion of the energy in the fuel
resides in these volatiles (about one-third
in the case of bituminous coal, half for
turf or briquettes, and up to two-thirds in
timber.) It is obvious, therefore, that
these constitutents must be burned as
completely as possible if the maximum
benefIt is to be obtained from the fuel.
In order to ignite, the volatiles must be
raised to a temperature of 550-700°C. In
an open fife, this temperature is achieved
by radiation from the fife-bed (if it has
an incandescent top) and from the
refractory flfeback and side-cheeks. The
temperature of a wrap-around boiler
surface does not normally exceed 90°C,
and any unignited volatiles which strike
this surface are cooled well below their
ignition temperature and will not burn.
The result will be deposits of tar on the
boiler surfaces.
Some tar will be carried up the
chimney to form deposits and increase
the risk of chimney fifes, and the
remainder will be carried into the
atmosphere via the chimney, to cause
environmental pollution. This major
problem is avoided in the Hi-Power
boiler by the use of a refractory flfeback,
which maintains the fuel-bed well above
the required ignition temperature.
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ostream body of employees.
Throughout the period of major
rationalisation, there was a great deal
of uncertainty, yet, says Richard, the
staff were magnificent. Despite their
apprehensions and the loss of many
colleagues they still performed and
responded to the tasks requested of
them, and were fully supportive of
ny measure introduced to safeguard
the company's standing and long-
term opportunities.
The security and standing of the
group as a whole has never been in
any danger but one of the major
active subsidiaries - H R Holfeld
(Hydraulics) Ltd - which has the
biggest turnover, had had its
difficulties. It was here more than
anywhere else that the measures
• Richard R HolfeJd. Managing Director, with the company's prindpal export product, the
Holpak System.
H R Holfeld Reaps Benefit
of Re-organisation Plan
introduced by the re-organisation
lan effected mid-1982 began to
ite.
The expansionary attitude pre-
1980 was fully justified given the
then economic circumstances.
However, once the recession began
to have effect, general staff levels,
the new purpose built premises in
Sandyford and a number of other
aspects simply were not justified.
The directors decided to make a
positive effort at turning things
around and, after a very critical self-
analysis of the company's then
standing, admitted after an honest
appraisal of the situation that H R
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd had in fact
expanded out of all proportion based
on the European recession and
general economic climate.
Hence the re-organisation plan of
mid-1982, which saw the superb
factory where the company based
• HR HolfeJd Group Head Office located at Merville Road. Stillorgan. • Works, stores and trade counter located at Unit T6, Stillorgan
Industrial Park.
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its pump operation sold off in favour
of more suitable facilities hardly a
stones throwaway. A high number of
staff were let go. The corporate
financial overhead was severely
reduced by re-organisation,
computerisation and redundancies.
One complete layer of
management was dispose<;l of
Agencies held generally and
products sold were reviewed and
reduced. Every effort was extended
to reduce costs, dispose of dormant
assets and reduce interest-bearing
loans.
"We have gone through the wars.
. make no mistake about it", says
Richard. "And even though some of
the decisions we had to implement
were self-critical and difficult to see
through to the end, we have finally
begun to turn the corner. Obviously,
our present performance bears out
the wisdom of that attitude but, quite
honestly, at the time it was some
experience!"
While there are quite a number of
other companies in the H R Holfeld
Group, we are staying with the
changes and developments within H
R Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd (a)
because they have the biggest
turnover in the Group; and (b)
because they are the most significant
from our readers point of view.
Two years ago the company
established a Heating & Ventilating
Department which caters exclusively
for the needs of this particular sector.
The main aim is to ensure that the
requirements of the specifier and
contractor are promptly met and to
provide vital back-up and technical
information on all aspects of
pumping.
Holfeld Pumps, with its
• Jim Grima. Industrial Pump Sales.
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experienced sales staff, deal with
special pumping applications and
can select the most suitable
equipment for the most difficult and
hazardous applications. The
company can supply equipment
covering a wide variety of capacities
and heads, viscosities and cold and
hot liquids which can be pumped.
While all sales and financial details
are handled at Group Headquarters
in Merville Road, Stillorgan; the
customer trade counter, stores,
service and workshop facilities are
all situated at Unit T6, Stillorgan
Industrial Park. A first rate personal
service is provided from here,
covering the following major product
categories:
Grundfos: Multi-stage centrifugal
pumps from the CP and CR range
suitable for water boosting, liquid
transfer in industry, boiler-feed
application, high pressure wash
down pumps and ejector systems.
The CR4 and CR16 pumps are the
newest additions to the range. Single
stage inline pumps from the LM/LP
range, heating circulators from the
light commercial range UPS20-60
and UP42-42, multi-speed
commercial heating circulators from
the UMS and UPS range and
submersible borehole pumps from
the SP range, all supplied with
stainless steel shafts and impellers
have been successfully installed
throughout an impressive list of
projects in the 32 counties. The JP4-
45 Jet pump which is a portable self-
priming unit suitable for DIY,
submersible high pressure booster
modules and the latest in solar-
powered deepwell submersible
pumping systems, are recent
additions to the range;
Holpak Packaged Booster Sets:
This long established range of
packaged systems is continuously
expanding to meet with the many
new options previously not available
to the H&V market and higher and
lower specifications are offered in an
effort to cater for all requirements;
Holpak Oil Transfer Sets: A full
range of oil handling pump sets with
optional heaters, filters and
automatic controls are available.
Sizes range from Duplex sets for
transfer to day tanks, up to very large
industrial units;
Holpak Fire Hosereel Sets:
Designed for installations complying
with British standards and meeting
the London Fire Brigade regulations,
to provide a front line defence
against costly outbreaks of fire;
• Frank Nugent, Met:hturkol Servkes PumP
Sales.
Holpak Pressurisation Sets: A
full range of hot and chilled water
pressurisation sets including filler
units and expansion tanks is now
available;
Emu, TT-Dae, Homa: These
ranges of sewage and submersible
borehole pumps are available as
loose pump supply or are
incorporated in sewage and
drainage packaged systems, which
are fully automatic and ready for
station installation. Effluent handling
and waste water pumping is an
environmental necessity, and can be
handled by these pumps.
Varisco: Specialists in heavy duty
contractors and drainage pumps
which can be supplied with diesel or
petrol engines and are available on
skid or chassis mounted bases;
Lowew: Supply twin circulating
and in line pumps for industrial
applications. Piston pumps, DIJ
specification closecoupled
centrifugal pumps and non-self
priming centrifugal volute pumps are
available with flexible couplings and
mounted on common baseplates. A
range of Wasserkuli submersible
cellar drainage pumps with built on
float switches are available in
different capacities;
Lewa: Supply a wide variety of
metering and diaphragm pumps
which are extensively used for
chemical dosing and waste treatment
liquids;
Sulzer: Manufacture and supply
pumps for large flows over long
distances with high heads, high lift
pumps of stage-casing design for
drainage schemes, waste water
applications in municipal drainage
systems and very large effluent
transport pumps;
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Calpeda: Can supply centrifugal
close coupled pumps from their NM
and NMD series of end suction
construction with radial flow
impellers of the shrouded type in
cast iron or brass, volute casings in
cast iron and radial discharge
nozzles. Bronze and stainless steel
construction are available also.
The company manufactures and
assembles its range of Holfeld and
Holpak systems incorporating cold
water packaged boost sets, fire
hosereel sets, twin fuel oil transfer
sets, hot water pressurisation sets,·
deepwell and shallow well systems,
wash down and fluid handling pump
systems, based on its own system
design, which are marketed under
trade names Holpak, Waterpak,
Jetpak and Holfeld Pumps, and are
promoted under the "guaranteed
Irish banner."
Since Grundfos Pumps opened a
company in Ireland recently, H R
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd act as
principal distributor for their products
as opposed to agents. However its
hardly effected the practical
operation of the strong dealer-
supplier relationship which Holfeld
have built up since they first
imported and introduced the
Grundfos range to Ireland nearly 20
years ago. Grundfos and Holfeld
have always closely developed their
pump sales on the Irish market and
this can be seen from their joint
promotions and exhibitions and will
culminate, according to Richard, as
the major force for pumps for the
H&V sector in Ireland.
Overall, the real strength of H R
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd's position in
the pump sector is based on the fact
that they supply "systems". Not only
can they offer the customer an
infinite variety of individual product
options from the largest European
pump manufacturers, but and herein
lies the key, they can marry all of
these together to a design specially
tailored to meet individual
requirements. In short, "one source
for all your pumps."
As to the future, Richard Holfeld's
intention is to consolidate on the
company's re-emerged authority in
the pump market place, and thereby
re-establish the Holfeld Pumps name
to the esteemed position it occupied
in former years. Although
concentrating primarily on the
greater Leinster area, the company's
activities and sales force cover the
26 counties. This ensures that the
specifiers, consultants, contractors
and installers situated in the key
cities throughout Ireland are
covered.
However, in recognition of the now
identified and fully-accepted limitation
of the overall pump potential in this
country, the company is putting a
renewed emphasis on the Group's
export activities, which it
commenced in 1978 with a great
deal of support and advice from
cn. Major markets in which their
Holpak range of pump sets are
accepted and used by governments,
consultants, specifiers and
mechanical services contractors are
Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Taiwan and
Hong Kong.
An impressive reference list of
Holpak installation projects has been
established through locally
appointed representatives. It is the
company's aim to increase its export
activities to achieve a 50% balance
with home market sales.
Close to home this includes the
Lisburn office, which is a separate
registered company, the sales
offices in the UK, a Nicosia sales
office which monitors the Middle
East generally and further afield the
latter's sales office in Kuwait.
However, while the current mood
is once again expansionary, it is not
euphoric and is purely based on the
company's export ability. Holfeld
Pumps recently exhibited their range
of equipment at the London H&V
Exhibition at Olympia and it is the
UK market, with its requirement for
pressure booster systems and where
Middle East active contractors and
mechanical services companies
operate from, that the main thrust for
1985 will be made to.
The basic philosophy of breaking
new ground and entering new
markets will continue to be the main
driving force of the Group, but this
time it will be a more gradual and
progressive development.
And it will only be undertaken
when the individual Group
companies have carved out and
consolidated their positions in
current markets to such an extent
that they may never be dislodged.
• As for the other companies in the
Group, and their activities, the full list
is as follows: H R Holfeld Ltd -
Holding Company; H R Holfeld
(Belfast) Ltd - Pumps, installers of
schemes, service contractor; H R
Holfeld (Cyprus) Ltd - Nicosia sales
office for Middle East; H R Holfeld
(Engineering) Ltd - Control and
instrumentation, boiler plant and
project management; H R Holfeld
(Exports) Ltd - Sales and marketing
of Holpak systems overseas; H R
Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd -
Manufacturers, assemblers, system
designers and agents of pumping
equipment; and H R Holfeld
(Machinery) Ltd - Textile machinery
shredders, compactors and vacuum
handling plant.
•
• Maurlce Dore, SpedD1 Projects Pump Sales.
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Is There Life After
Liquidation
T he simple answer is no - thereis no life after liquidation. Now,
halfway through the eighties we have
been forced to become familiar with
its effects. The liquidation of many
large firms has created problel]1s for
the smaller supplier who often finds
his or her name coming after a long
list of preferential creditors.
This does not have to happen very
often before the spinoffs become
obvious. Unable to withstand the
effects of unsecured credit, they too
have been forced into a situation of
liquidation - a procedure which was
relatively unknown on a wide scale
until recent years.
Today it is a familiar fact of life and
the liquidator has achieved a high, if
not exactly popular, public profile.
Receivership
A company which has previously
arranged a borrowing security by a
debenture with its bank usually will
find itself in a position of
receivershihp if it is unable to meet
that financial committment. A
debenture usually includes fixed
charges on premises and a floating
charge over the remaining assets of
the company.
A fixed charge means that the
company premises can not be sold
without bank approval while floating
charges cover stock, machinery and
other assets which are being
consumed and replaced in the
normal course of business.
Before the process of receivership
takes effect a bank or other lender
will issue the company with a
demand for payment of its debt.
When the company shows that it is
unable to provide payment, the
receiver is then appointed by the
bank.
• Receivership can be
compared to an Illness -
perhaps terminal - but
there can be recovery.
Liquidation Is death - and
there Is no hope of
resurrection.•
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• Patrlck Butler
The function of the receiver is to
manage the affairs of the company.
Receivership differs from liquidation
in that the company is not
completely finished. It may continue,
under the management of the
receiver, to trade for an indefinite
period and may even be nursed
back to health if this proved
financially viable.
After the appointment of a receiver
the directors of the company must
produce a statement of affairs. This
is statutory. The directors can claim
payment from the receiver for the
work this entails.
On completion, this is handed
over to the receiver who can add his
own comments. It is then filed with
the Registrar of Companies where it
becomes a public document and
open to scrutiny by creditors.
Receivership can be compared to
the illness - perhaps terminal -but,
unlike liquidation, there is some
small hope of recovery. Liquidation
is death - and there is no hope of
resu rrection.
There are three forms of
liquidation:
1. Liquidation under the auspices or
intervention of the courts.
2. Creditors Voluntary Winding-Up.
3. Members Voluntary Winding-Up.
Liquidation Under the Auspices of
the Court
A court liquidation takes place when
Receivership is another word that
has become synonymous with the
eighties. Although we have become
familiar with the words the procedure
is still quite mystifying to many
people while receivership and
liquidation are often confused in the
public mind.
This month, in an effort to
demystify the whole process, Futura
spoke to Chartered Accountant,
Patrick Butler, of Butler and Chance,
who, in his capacity as Receiver and
Liquidator, has had the responsibiity
of winding up insolvent companies.
With his assistance we have outlined
the two procedures as well as
examining the functions and
responsibility of the receiver and
liquidator.
.• In effect, a liquidator
becomes an officer of the
court and every decision he
takes must be legally
sactloned. •
a petition is brought to the courts by
a creditor or group of creditors. It
can also be brought by a
shareholder of a company who may
decide that it is time for the members
to face certain financial facts.
Obviously a strong case must be
presented and, once the court is
satisfied that the petition is accurate,
it will act immediately.
In the interim before the case is
heard (which will be some weeks
later) the court can appoint a
provisional liquidator who will be
given immediate and temporary
powers to protect the assets of the
company. The petition and date of
the hearing is then advertised and
creditors can attend the hearing and
make their views known.
The temporary liquidator is
normally appointed the official
liquidator after the hearing.
In effect he becomes an officer of
the court and every decision he
takes must be legally sanctioned.
The court also approves his fee -
but this can be challenged by the
creditors.
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Creditors Voluntary Winding-Up
When a company decides that it can
no longer continue in business it can
call a meeting of its creditors. Prior to
this meeting the company passes a
resolution that it will go into voluntary
liquidation and appoints its own
liquidator. The creditor's meeting is
held immediately afterwards and a
director of the now defunct company
nominates one of its members to
chair the meeting and produce a
statement of affairs.
Creditors have the right to
question this statement of affairs
and, if they wish, can also refuse the
services of the liquidator appointed
by the company. They can then
appoint their own liquidator. A
committee comprising members of
their group will be appointed and it
• A liquidator can be held
personally liable and
deemed negligent"
company property and funds
disappear.•
will work closely with the liquidator
and report regularly back to the
creditors.
Members Voluntary Winding-Up
This is a much less painful
procedure and occurs when a
company which may be totally
insolvent still decides to wind up its
business. A resolution is passed by
the members to appoint a liquidator
who will take care of everything.
Before the liquidation procedure
takes effect the directors must file a
statement of affairs and a sworn
declaration that the company will pay
all debts within twelve months. To
make such a declaration knowing it
to be false is to commit perjury.
Functions of a Receiver
The functions of a receiver or
liquidator do not differ greatly but a
receiver does have the power to
refloat a company should it prove to
have a financial potential. His
appointment automatically freezes all
debts due to unsecured creditors.
He carries no responsibility for these
debts and is working from a clean
slate.
He can use stock, even buy stock
if he feels confident of continuing to
trade. If he decides to sell the
company the new purchaser will
normally take on all the assets but
none of the liabilities. Often staff are
22 lHVN. December 1984
retained but redundancy for some is
inescapable.
If a company folded through
reasons that can be rectified and
shows promise of becoming viable
under different management, the
receiver can seek a meeting with the
unsecured creditors. He will outline
his plans for refloating the company
and explain the fact that although
creditors will not be paid in the
immediate future, they will have the
potential to be paid at a future date.
If a company is refloated another
debenture may be arranged. This
pays off the original debenture and
the company is in business once
again. If this is not possible the
receiver, having discharged as much
of the companies preferential and
secu red debts as its assets allowed,
Employees
entitlements in
a liquidation
In a liquidation an
employee is a
preferential
creditor with
regard to the
following
entitlements:
(a) Redundancy Pay.
(b) Minimum Notice Pay.
(c) Compensation
awarded under the
Unfair Disimissals Act.
(d) Holiday Pay.
(e) All wages, salary,
commission owed from
the four months
preceeding the
winding up to a
maximum of £2,500.
(f) Entitlements under
the Workmens
Compensations Acts.
(g) Damage due to
employees.
(h) Superannuation
Deductions.
(i) Sick Pay Scheme
Contributions.
An employee will be
regarded as an
unsecured creditor
for any other monies
owed to him or her
by the Company.
• In recent years the list
of preferential creditors has
grown and even the super
preferential creditor has
evolved.•
ceases to act and the company dies.
If the receiver manages to pay the
preferential and secured debts in full
he hands back the remaining assets
to the company or to a liquidator if
one has been appointed.
Functions of the Liquidator
Like the receiver the liquidator must
move immediately to take
possession of all the company's
assets and protect them against
damage or robbery. A liquidator can
be held personally liable and
deemed negligent if company
property and funds disappear.
There is also the emotional
aspects of liquidation and one only
has to look at recent controversial
events to know that he is not the
most popular man when he arrives to
take up his responsibilities.
Employees will have to be
dismissed and the rigid formality
which is part of the winding up
process does not break down when
it comes to coping with this very
human problem. He will act within a
set of statutory regulations and his
main responsibility in this area is to
explain to the employees the
statutory payments to which they are
entitled.
Although a receiver can trade on
indefinitely a liqudator will only do so
in an effort to realise the assets of the
company and secure payment for its
creditors. Once that is accomplished
the business will close. The premises
and stock can be sold intact or in a
piece meal fashion which can take a
considerable amount of time.
Preferential Creditors
In recent years the list of preferential
creditors has grown and even the
super preferential creditor has
evolved.
Top of the list is the liquidator's
and receiver's fee. After that comes
the debenture holder under his fixed
charge. Normally there are outstand-
ing VAT and PAYE payments which
will be claimed by the revenue
commissioners, a substantial part of
which is usually preferential.
Redundancy payments to staff will
be paid by the Department of Labour
who will then reclaim part of it as
•
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ULSTE!\iEWS
preferential creditors. One
suggestion which is receiving
growing support in recent years is
that Government Departments
should not be allowed to rank as
preferential creditors. Their dema~ds
only add to the difficulty of the
supplier who is always listed far
down at the bottom.
Reservation of Title
As a means of protecting themselves
many suppliers are now claiming a
Reservation of Title on goods
supplied to a company.
This means that the goods
supplied do not become the property
of the purchaser until the amOlInt of
money due has been paid to the
supplier. It is no good simply telling
a buyer that you have a Reservation
of Title. It must be written down and
drawn to the attention of the
purchaser as well as being stated
specifically on the documentation.
Ideally Reservation of Title needs
legal advice. It is such a complicated
area that it is causing quite a lot of
problems when a company goes into
liquidation. Each case claiming a
Reservation of Title agreement has to
be examined individually and a
decision made accordingly. If a
liquidator disagrees about the claim, a
supplier has the right to bring him to
court. It is such a complex subject
that it would need another article to
fully explore it.
Protection for the Supplier
To date very little legislation has
been enacted to protect the supplier
• ReservatIon of TItle Is
such a complicated area
that It Is now causIng a lot of
problems when a company
goes Into liquIdatIon.•
but submissions are being prepared
by various federations in an effort10
improve this situation. More Public
knowledge of a company's financial
situation is important. A debenture
granting security over the company's
assets must be registered with the
Registrar of Companies and
therefore knowledge is available to a
supplier that a company has granted
a charge over its assets.
Under EEC regulations legislation
will soon be introduced providing for
the filing with the Registrar of
Companies of the company's
accounts (not just public company
accounts as at present). This will
give suppliers, and other dealing
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with the company, much more
information as to its financial
situation.
Our insolvency laws must and can
be changed. It is likely that
legislation will soon be implemented
which will prevent people trading
fraudulently. Even in practice this is
slowly starting to improve and limited
liability has been challenged. In
Practically two hundred members
and guests of the N.I. Master
Phimbers AssoCiation met for their
Annual Dinner and Dance in the
Slieve Donard Hotel, Newcastle, Co
Down.
The Chairman of the NI
Association, Derek Poole, welcomed
the Chairman of the Scottish Branch
and his wife, who in their turn
welcomed the pipers who escorted
the top table to their places.
During the evening a ballot in aid
of the "Ethiopia" fund realised over
£400.
Over thirty stands were taken by
representatives of the NI Heating
Industry at the BMilding & Heating
Equipment Exhibition in the Kings
Hall, Belfast.
Craigavon Heating, Parkray,
Trianco, Calor to mention but a few
of those who welcomed the
thousands who visited the show over
its four days. The show covered the
four main halls of the Showground
complex and while it may not have
'been the largest show of its kind in
the UI{, it was certainly the largest
in Ireland.
Colt International hosted a
symposium and exhibition in the
Conway Hotel, Belfast. Special
lectures were featured on the
subjects of the Colt Universal
Louvre, their automatic fire
ventilation and Colt solar control
equipment
It is with regret that we announce
the death of three personages well
known to the Ulster heating trade,
both as the result of fatal car
accidents.
Firstly Lloyd Shiells of Thorn,
who looked after the Gas & Fire
appliance activities of Thorn
throughout Ireland, this sad death
was followed a few days after by the
death of Danny Binge late of State
Boilers (UK) who was a frequent
some recent cases directors of
companies have been deemed
personally liable.
If the law is strong and seen to be
forcibly imposed, people will pay
attention. It will prevent fraudulent
and indiscriminate trading and then,
hopefully, the supplier at the bottom
of the line will have some protection.
visitor to Belfast, during the launch
I of this product. The death has also
taken place of Maurice McAdams,
who represented Barrow Hepburn
Gale throughout Ireland.
Building Design Partnerships, the
Belfast consulting engineers have
announced that one of the partners
in BDP, Mr Roy Adams has been
appointed Chairman of the Belfast
office. Roy Adams is a graduate of
Queens and returns to Belfast after
serving in other BDP offices in Great
Britain.
Mr Bob Bleasdale has been
appointed partner in the Belfast
office and will run the architectural
side of the practice.
McNaughton Blair, the large Belfast
builders and plumbers merchants,
have announced that Mr Eric
Dooley and Mr Jim Elliott are to join
their Board of Directors.
Mr Terry Jackson Chairman hosted
a very successful Annual Dinner for
the N.!. Branch of the Chartered
Institute of Buildjng Services in the
Culloden Hotel, Craigavon. Guests
included Mr Richard Tully, the
National President of the CIBS, Mr
John Taston Chairman of the NIBS
and the Mr John Parker Chairman
of Harland & Wolff Ltd.
Mr Rhodes Boyson, Minister of
State responsible for Energy matters
in NI has announced that it is hoped
to run tests at Belfast West Power
Station with the burning of Crumlin
lignite. He also announced that 500
tonnes of lignite had been taken to
Czechoslovakia for processing.
The Minister also announced that
a number of further deposits,
adjacent to the existing one plus
others in North Antrim and
Fermanagh had been traced and that
he would be calling for further
participation by private industry into
the investigating and development
of these new fmds.
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Seamus Ho1TUl1l & Associates
• Walker Air Conditioning
~~,,~~ r-------;:::=======~~~-
~~ Annual
Dinner
Yet another succesifu1 annual dinner with a capacity
audience was held in early november in the impressive
Law Society Centre, Blackhall Place, Dublin. In an
endeavour to better accomnwdate and caterfor those
. attending the committee decided to limit numbers to 250.
This necessitated the embarrassment ofdisappointing
quite afew ofourfriends in the industry who wished to
attend. Next year we will have no option but seek a bigger
venue.
Mr. Paddy Moriarty, ChiR/Executive ofthe ESB was
guest speaker. His humorous and thought-provoking
short presentation was very well received. (Indeed he
made the national news headline thefollowing morning).
cms President Mr. Richard Tully responded. Mr. Mer-
lYII Hayes, Chairman London & South East proposed
the vote ofthanks on behalfofthe guests and the inimit-
able Mr Paddy Clonan sealed the success ofthe occasion
with a most amusing reply.
• Satchwell
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eLeoLynch e Paddy Clonan
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VIKING FANS-
A SAGA OF SUCCESS
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329 DUBUN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (0001) 720448
The great newVikings - forward andbackward wrved centrifugal fans andthe superb Viking air handling units.
All the quality, pedigree and technical superior-
ity you would expect from a fan engineered by
Flakt - Europes master fan manufacturerand
the worlds ioint numberone
Add British components and the
superb British ARGUS motor by Brook
Crompton Parkinson Mob'S andassemble
the whole byskilled English fitters to provide
products "par excellence:'
And the best news - ex stock
mountains ofcomponents are storedat Roof
Unfts Group factory ready to respond to that
partiwlar need - finished products available
throughout our national distribution chain.
If fts centrifugal orair handling you
need chooseVIKING. No ones better or faster
than VIKING.
RoofUnfts Group is a BSI registered
@SlfirmCOmplying WithB5575Othe,~ standard ofquality control forU' design, engineeringand
.' manufacture of fans.
For details circle 2 mVN. December 1984 27
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• CIBS BULLETIN • CIBS BULLETIN • CIBS BULLETIN • CIBS BULLETIN • CIBS
• Student contingent Galway evening.
• John Brophy and colleague reltuing btifore heat pump presentations
ply Board, developed a number ofindustrial applications
and Mr Robert Jacob, Robert Jacob & Partners, dealt
with commercial applications in offices and hospital
locations. A compendium ofthefuJ1 papers was given to
aU who attended.
To complement this Technical meeting a site visit to
UCG was also arrangedfor the following morning. Mr
BiU Noone, Building Services Supervisor, UCG,
organised a conducted tour ofthe University's plant and
services.
• Dr Tom O'Connor, John Crotty. MicJulel M oloney, Robert Jacob,·
Tony JCarrol1; speJlkers at Galway.
'J'ecllnical Euening
in Galway
One ofthe most succesiful evenings ever mounted by the
Republic ofIreland Branch was held in Galway in late
October. With the co-operation ofboth University CoUege
Galway and Galway County Council, the evening was
organised to commemorate that historic city's quincenten-
nial. Heat pumps was the drawn subject because ofthe
significant role played by Galway in their development in
recent years. An attendance ofeighty people was
recorded.
Twenty minutepresentations were made by each offour
speakers synopsising their written papers on different
aspects ofthe subject matter. Dr Tom O'Connor, UCG,
spoke on the research done by his Physics Department at
the University. Mr John Crotty, Deputy County Engineer,
outlined the conclusions to be drawn with regard to the
Tuam Swimming Pool where a heat pump was instaRed a
number ofyears ago. Mr. Tony CarroU, Electricity Sup-
• Dr Tom O'Connor with an inrerested audie1lCJ!.
elBS
DIARY
DATES
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DATE
Thursday
24.1.85
Wednesday
6.2.85
21.2.85
VENUE
Engineers Club,
Dublin
Engineers Club,
Dublin
IMI
Sandyford, Dublin
ACTIVITY
Joint ACEI!CIBS Afternoon
Seminar - Plantrooms for
Building Services 2pm (see
preview)
Technical Evening - Security
Systems - 6 pm for 6.30 pm
Full Day Seminar
- Hospital Services - (see
preview)
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Rew Products
••
Ambi
-Rade,
Reach
the
Parts.
here in Ireland, and a full
catalogue is available from Aer
Grilles by contacting 01-
770772 or 59 Brunswick Street,
Dublin 7.
(Forodetails circle 42).
• Pat Murphy, inve1lUJr o/new plastic window sill.
The whole unit is composed
of lightweight PVC, which has
a number of added advantages.
PVC is a tough material with.
high impact resitance (well in
excess of BS 2782 .
requirements) and requires no
extruded aluminium and the
standard fInish is Natural Tone.
However, alternative colours
can be supplied to suit
requirements.
These latest additions further
Increase the range of grilles and
louvres made by the company
Inventor to Manufacture
PVC Window Sill
AerGriIles
Expand Range
AMBI-RADS new ''Deep
Skirt" ER 38 heater is designed
to give high concentrated heat
at low level mounting for door
coverage/loading bays and
powerful downward heat
emissions for hangar type
buildings.
The unique bolt together sys-
tem enables double, triple and
even quadruple grouping to
give input ratings of 72kW,
114kWand 144kW.
Each heater unit is supplied
as a complete package, the
stainless s'teel reflector and side
panels being securely fIxed to a
rigid mild steel framework,
together with the emitter tubes
and return bend, all of which .
carried out in the fact.
works.
The only on-site work, other
maIntenance. Italso has a Class than lifting into position, is the
One rating. fItting of the burner and fan
For further information con- assemblies to the single unit and
tact John Corrigan, Irish" the bolting together in the case
Goods Council at Tel: of double or triple units.
696011. Details are as follows:
(For details circle 43). The single unit, Model ER38
--------------.....-------------------- DS - for high concentrated
heating at low level mounting
over door/loading bays;
The double unit, Model
ER38 DDS - for open aspect
marshalling areas and high
buildings. Mounting height 9m-
12m (30ft-40ft).
The triple unit, Model ER38
TDS - for open span high
buildings such as aircraft
hangars. Mounting height 12m
(40ft) and higher.
Further information from
Irish agent Gerald Harkin, Unit
8, Walton Park Industrial
Estate, Athy, Co Kildare, (Tel:
0507 28451).
(For details circle 41).
Patrick Murphy, inventor of a
new PVC window sill and
reveal unit which got a lot of
favourable comment when a
prototype was introduced to
the trade at the recent Plan
Expo exhIbition in Dublin, has
announced plans to manufac-
ture it, along with a range of
other PVC products for the
building trade.
He is satisfIed that the res-
ponse to date demonstrates
that the new product has
signifIcant commercial possi-
bilities and he is currently in the
market for a business partner to
help get the venture into
operation. He says he is confI-
dent that the new window sill
will be seen to represent an
attractive investment proposi-
tion.
The assembly consists of the
two upright reveals and lintel
which clip together into one unit
on the sill This can be done in-
situ or in advance. It can be
assembled and installed in less
than fIve minutes.
The lintel and reveals clip into
one unit via the upper corner
connectors which also allow for
expansion and/or error. They
have been designed to suit
various types of plastic,
aluminium or wooden frames
and can be fIXed to them either
by face or side fIXing
attachments. On the underside
of the sill, a projecting rim acts
as both a handy alignment rule
and a moisture barrier.
AER GRILLES have further
expanded their range of
aluminium air distribution pro-
ducts by including a fIXed blade
linear grille and a large external
weather louvre in their range.
Both products are manufac-
tured from high quality
30 IHVN,December1984
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IRELAND'S BUILDING
AND MECHANICAL
SERVICES SHOW
As we progress through the decade the Building Services Industry faces
challenging times. But all is not doom and gloom as the arrival of an independent
fuel suppiy - natural gas - and the changeover by industry to coal has created
projects that would never have otherwise begun. Energy conservation continues to
be of major importance to the industry and is an area of growth both for installation
and technological development. Never before has there been such a need for
energy conscious controls and industry in general is looking to the Building
Services Industry to fill that need.
Against this background IhVex '85, Ireland's only major national Building Services
specialist exhibition, will J:>e the opportunity for the industry to show that it is
prepared to meet the challenges ahead. The success of IhVex '83 is proof enough
that when it comes to getting the message across to the greatest number of
Engineers, Specifiers, Contractors, Energy Managers and the like, the IhVex formula
is the successful one.
1-
!
I
I
I
I
I
Name ·········.················ .
Position .
Company · .
Address ··························.·.· .
.. .. , - .
Telephone .
Contact: Joe Warren
Irish Trade & T.chnical Exhibitions (ITlEX) Ltd. 5/7 Main Street, BI ckrock, Co. Dublin.
T.I B85001 T.I x 92258. FQr details circle 3
-- --- -- -- --- -- - -- -- - - ...J
VE UE DATES
Royal Dublin Society, Industries Hall Tues 16, Wed 17 & Thurs 18 April 1985
TIMES
12 noon - 8 pm daily
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